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Fall and Winter Golf

Now that we are well into Fall, please be aware of frosty
morning greens. When you see white, please wait to play
the course. Typically after noon the sun has reached all the
greens. Walking on frosty greens breaks the grass blades
and will ultimately leave dead patches of grass in the shape
of your footprints.
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Golf Cart News
Lars announced that for the winter,
Gas Carts #2 and #3 are working.
Electric Carts #1, #4 and #5 are out
of commission for the winter.
Have you looked closely at your batteries lately? Here is a fine
example of simple maintenance that can help extend the life of
your batteries. Taking
the time to clean terminals and connections, cleaning dust
and debris out of the
battery area and
checking the water
levels will go a long way towards
batteries operating to their full potential in all seasons.
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Hole in One
“What a pretty shot, 2 bounces and dropped.” Jimmy Gouge

Congratulations Dick Lea
Hole-in-one on #8 winter yardage with a 7
iron
Witnessed by Steve Bryson and Jimmy Gouge
on October 28th, 2019
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John and Pixie Eslinger might be the most elusive volunteers the golf
course has ever had. Last winter when Lars and Benni were on a break
these two worked tirelessly to maintain the course during the winter:
pulling branches from the course after storms, mowing greens, helping
to buck up and move fallen trees. Their prior life on a tree farm in Wisconsin provided these two hard workers with the “can do” skills often
needed for the course maintenance. Humble, amiable and supportive
of the club are all ways to describe these two. More importantly, always willing to help out in any situation makes them volunteers of distinction. Thank you, John and Pixie for everything you do for LIGC.
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OCTOBER WORK DAY

Special thanks to Chris Gill and Kit Ledbetter for bringing in
all the tables, benches, garbage bins and sand buckets. Ray
Ellener cleaned the cart barn and Rose and Jerry McKelvey
cleaned the clubhouse. Rose also helped Mary Ellener with
a fabulous lunch.
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Parting shot…
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Remember to check out the EVENTS CALENDAR in the DIRECTORY on the WEBSITE for
specifics on all the events.
http:/lopezislandgolf.com/

November/ December
New Washington Golf
Website
www.wagolf.org

Tuesday, Dec. 10
Clubhouse Decorating and Women’s
Lunch
Sunday, Dec. 15
Holiday Party 5 PM

GHIN posting
Posting season ends on November 14. This means
there is no posting of
rounds played within WA
GOLF (Washington and
Northern Idaho) between
November 15 and the last
day of February.
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